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The Stone Age happened around 2.6milleniems ago. It was a prehistoric time when archaeologists used achient artefacts  to 
find about the Stone Age. This text will tell you what they ate what jobs they did and where they lived

Where they 
lived.     what 
they ate . 
what jobs 
they did. 
Glossary. 

The Stone Age happened 
around 2.6 milleniems 
ago. It was also a 
prehistoric time when 
archaeologists had to use 
achient artefacts to find 
about the Stone Age. 
What they ate what jobs           
They did and where they 
lived
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Where they 
lived .what 
they ate. 
What jobs 
they did. 
Glossary.quiz.

Where did they live                                                                                                                                                   
What did they eat.                                                                                                                                            
What jobs did they do.                                                                                                                                  
Quiz



They didn't move houses 
that much since they built 

wigwam shaped 
houses.the camps moved 
in different seasons.the 

wigwams were built with 
wooden poles and covered 
in animal skin and bark.in 

the Neolithic they built 
perenament houses.
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Where 
did they 
live



They ate mammoths in the 
Palaeolithic by lurking them into 
swamp.Also they ate berries nuts 
and they ate sabre tooth cat dear 
and woolly rihnosourous . They 
ate fish such as salmon cod and 
other fish.the woods and the sea 
were very in portent  to them 
because that's where most of 
there food were. In the Neolithic 
they farmed wheat and made it to 
bread to eat
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What 
did they 
eat



To make the clothes they had to scrape the 
animal skin clean then dry it then pierce 
holes in it then sew it together. You had to 
hunt if you were a man or boy if you were 
a girl or woman you had to pick berries 
and nuts. You had to make wood antlers 
and bones into bowls spears and 
ornaments. To make fire you had to grind 
to rocks together or by turning a wooden 
drill .the fire is used to cook ,keep warm 
and sometimes to scare animals



What food did they 
eat

A. Kabaabs

B.dear

Chiken

C.Chiken

Where did they live
A.wigwam shaped 
tents

B.bunglous

Answeres
Dear .w
igwams


